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… A golden brown hare leaps across     
autumn fields, whilst a silent barn 
owl swoops low through inky blue 
skies, winter lapwings nestle down 
in snow clad fields and a tufted 
duck glides across golden ponds… 

Autumn brings a new release of 
designs to ArtCushions, from 
British Artist Robert Gillmor MBE, 
one of the best-known wildlife 
artists and printmakers in the UK.  

The nine new AW/21 additions 
to the range are; ‘Tufted Duck’,  
‘Winter Lapwings’, ‘Waxwing’, 
‘Turnstones’ ‘Bull o’ the Bog 
- Bittern’, ‘March Moonlight—
Boxing Hares’, ‘Leapus Leap 
Hare ‘and ‘Hunting Barn Owl’.

WELL HELLO THERE! 
Remember us?  
Whilst the last 18 months have been a 
tumultuous time for everybody, for us at 
ArtCushions it has also been one for reflection 
and investment. The purchase of a new printer 
has meant a greater printing capacity, allowing 
us to offer a more bespoke service and higher 
quality of image reproduction. Whilst the 
advent of new team members, with a greater 
range of technical knowledge, has allowed us to 
expand the range of products we can make — 
with tea towels, tote bags, aprons, lampshades 
and much more as standard – complementing 
our unique range of cushions and deckchairs.  

We may have been a bit quiet over the last year 
to our trade customers but we’ve definitely 
been busy behind the scenes (and in the press) 
with new ranges being launched, and even 
more newness forthcoming. This small brochure 
is to let you know what’s new for AW21 
including; Robert Gillmor, ‘Floral Masters’ 
from the National Gallery, ‘Sugar Cubes’ (our 
version of the classic pouffe), The Wonderful 
Wizard of Oz from the British Library, and 
the introduction of Their Nibs to our licensed 
collection. We hope you enjoy them! 

Diverse and unique designs are what we love - 
and what we are known for - and we’re proud 

to say that all of our items are still handmade 
here in the UK, which we know, now more than 
ever, is important to our clients and customers. 
With this information comes the knowledge 
that all of our products are made with care, 
attention to detail, and in small production 
batches - ensuring that there is less waste and 
also a smaller carbon footprint than if they were 
produced abroad. We also continue to use eco-
friendly inks and ethically sourced material from 
GOT certified mills. 

Our last BIG news as we progress into Autumn 
is that we are now able to supply inners made 
with recycled plastic. As we as a company 
strive to reduce our environmental impact, 
we hope that you will join us on the change 
by selecting this new filler. The ADVANSA 
product, in co-operation with Plastic Bank 
recycles plastic from the ocean. One inner will 
approximately use 200 recycled bottles.  

We hope you enjoy this mini catalogue. Please 
do give us a call if you’d like to discuss your 
printing query or have a question about any of 
our ranges.  

Take care & stay safe. 

Mark & the ArtCushions team 
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ROBERT GILLMOR:  
MARY EVANS PICTURE LIBRARY
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• Waxwing ME205 • The Running of the Hare ME208 • Leapus Leap Hare ME207 

• Turnstones ME204 • Tufted Duck ME202 • Bull ‘O’ The Bog - Bittern ME210 

• Hunting Barn Owl ME206 

1 Winter Lapwings ME209

2 March Moonlight -  
Boxing Hares ME211

3 Hunting Barn Owl ME206

All cushions are edged with a complementing coloured piping
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ArtCushions is delighted to announce 
the launch of its newest collaboration 
with Their Nibs for Autumn 2021.  

The partnership sees the effervescent and 
quirky prints from Their Nibs’ design studio 
transferred to cushions for the first time, 
resulting in a launch collection that has 
been selected for its rich dark blues, deep 
pomegranate reds, vibrant oranges and 
perfect pinks echoing across the designs. 

ABOUT THEIR NIBS 
Their Nibs were established in 2003 
and have grown from their early 
days in a boutique in Notting Hill, to 
being the successful, award-winning 
British brand they are today. 

Each and every Their Nibs collection 
is beautifully crafted by their women-
led team. A bespoke approach 
combined with unique design details 
make their prints stand the test of 
time, with staple iconic imagery re-
imagined from season to season. 
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NEW:
THEIR NIBS 

• Winter Deer TN07• Christmas Robin TN05 • Curious Squirrel TN06

• Pomegranate and Physalis TN04

• Deco Lily TN02

• Pomegranate TN03

All cushions are double sided and come edged 
with a complementing coloured piping 
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Robin Nest TN01

NATIONAL GALLERY:  
FLORAL MASTERS 

The sumptuous floral paintings from the National 
Galleries’ collection provides the inspiration behind the 
capsule ‘Floral Masters’ range.  

Zooming into the minute detail captured in the 
paintings, our cushions focus on the heady details - the 

delicate petals and the insects that roam through the 
painting - for a maximalist look. 

Each cushion is printed on cotton linen with a  
complementing champagne coloured back and edged 
with contrasting piping. 

• Bosschaert Still Life Detail NG048

• Van Brussel Flowers in a Vase Detail 
Stem NG054

• Van Brussel Fruit and Flowers 
in a Vase Pineapple NG055

• Van Brussel Flowers in a Vase 
Detail Pink Flower NG056

• Van Brussel Fruit and Flowers in a 
Vase Peaches NG050

• Van Brussel Flowers in a Vase Detail 
Tulip NG051

• Van Brussel Flowers in a Vase Detail 
Iris NG053

• Van Brussel Flowers in a 
Vase Detail Auricula NG052

• Bosschaert Still Life Detail 
NG049
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NEW: 
SUGAR CUBES & VELVET CUSHIONS 
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Introducing our 
new in-house 
collection of 
block coloured 
Sugar Cubes 

(our take on the classic pouffe) 
and velvet cushions - so that 
you can mix and match to your 
heart’s content with any of the 
other designs from our ranges. 

Sugar Cubes: Measuring a sturdy 
60cm x 60cm x 35cm, don’t be 
fooled by their delicate nature! 
They’re ideal to sit on – with 
a compacted inner cushion 
providing essential support. 

Both Sugar Cubes and Cushions 
are made in a super soft faux velvet 
velour and come complete with a 
complementary coloured piping.  
Both products are available in all of 
the colours listed below. Cushions 
are the same colour on both sides.

COLOURS AVAILABLE: 
1.  Green  

Cushion - WLC62 
Cube - WLC75 

2.  Orange  
Cushion - WLC64 
Cube - WLC71 

3.  Silver  
Cushion - WLC66 
Cube - WLC73 

4.  Teal  
Cushion - WLC67  
Cube - WLC74 

5.  Mustard Yellow  
Cushion- WLC60  
Cube - WLC68 

6.  Midnight Blue  
Cushion - WLC61 
Cube - WLC70 

7.  Platinum  
Cushion - WLC63  
Cube - WLC72 

8.  Hot Pink  
Cushion - WLC65  
Cube - WLC69

Hot Pink Cube - WLC69 
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BRITISH LIBRARY:  
THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ 

• Tinman Tea Towel TTW09
• Courage BLW02 • Scarecrow Paper BLW04 

• Wonderful BLW06 

• Teamwork BLW05  • Tinman Heart BLW08 

• Dream Come True BLW01 

Head to magical lands with The British 
Library’s ‘Wonderful Wizard of Oz’ Collection, 
where the instantly recognisable figures 
from the ‘The Wonderful Wizard of Oz’ (First 
Published in 1900) come out to play.  

Featuring the original illustrations of American 
illustrator W.W. Denslow (1856 – 1915), the 
vibrant selection of cushions and kitchenware 
capture Dorothy’s adventures as she meets 
The Scarecrow, The Lion and The Tin Man, 
and embarks on a way to get back home. 

Artwork taken from ‘The Wonderful Wizard of Oz’ 
publication housed in the British Library. Author 
L. Frank Baum, Illustrations by W.W Denslow.

• No Place Like Home BLW03 

• Tinman Heart Apron APW02

All cushion designs are also available as aprons & tea towels



CHRISTMAS CUSHIONS 
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From modern pastels and cranberry, to vintage monochrome and robins, and finally ice cold blues with a touch of 
kitsch, we have Christmas Cushions galore! Visit our Christmas section online to see the full range available. 
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E: info@artcushions.co.uk  T: +44(0) 208 801 5491
Visit the website to view our complete catalogue

HANDMADE IN THE UK

For further information about our products or 
to discuss a bespoke order please contact

• Robin Silhouette ME195 • Merry Christmas Reindeer ME145  • Black and White Christmas Tree ME138 

• Christmas Treescape Candy Pink HOT204 • Reindeer Forest Red HOT203 • Merry Christmas Red II HOT214  

• Robin in a tree ME190 • Christmas Geese MW215 • It’s Christmas Time MW219 


